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We demonstrate runaway evaporative cooling directly with a tightly confining optical-dipole trap and
achieve fast production of condensates of 1.5�105 87Rb atoms. Our scheme uses a misaligned crossed-beam
far off-resonance optical-dipole trap �MACRO-FORT�. It is characterized by independent control of the trap
confinement and depth allowing forced all-optical evaporation in the runaway regime. Although our configu-
ration is particularly well suited to the case of 87Rb atoms in a 1565 nm optical trap, where an efficient initial
loading is possible, our scheme is general and will allow all-optical evaporative cooling at constant stiffness for
every optically trappable atomic or even molecular species.
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Far off-resonance optical-dipole traps �FORT� �1� are
used extensively in ultracold atom experiments. They allow
great versatility of the trapping potentials and therefore offer
the possibility to study numerous physical situations such as
double wells �2�, two-dimensional �2D� traps �3�, or artificial
crystals of light �4�. Moreover, they have the advantage over
magnetic traps that they leave the magnetic field as a degree
of freedom. As a consequence, they are crucial to the study
of Bose-Einstein condensates �BEC� with internal spin de-
grees of freedom �5� or formation of ultracold molecules by
means of magnetically tuned Feshbach resonances �6–8�.
Last and not least, for some atomic species, condensation in
a magnetic trap is not possible and all-optical trapping and
cooling is necessary. This is the case for cesium because of a
large inelastic collision rate �9� and also for magnetically
untrappable atoms such as ytterbium �10� or alkaline-earth
atoms.

All-optical cooling methods to achieve quantum degen-
eracy have been successfully implemented in ultracold atom
experiments, both for bosonic �11� and fermionic species
�12�. These methods have several advantages. The absence
of a magnetic trap permits a better optical access to the
trapped cloud and a better control of residual magnetic field
for precision measurements. The optical trap tight confine-
ment allows fast evaporation ramps and therefore cycling
time of only a few seconds. However, all-optical evaporative
cooling is severely hindered by the fact that the trap confine-
ment is reduced during forced evaporative cooling. This is
because the reduction of the trap depth is usually performed
by lowering the trap power �typically by several orders of
magnitude�, which consequently reduces the trap frequen-
cies, the collision rate, and therefore also the evaporation
efficiency. In early experiments, it was thus necessary to start
evaporative cooling with a large phase-space density and a
large collision rate �11�. Many elaborated strategies have
then been used to improve the conditions for evaporative
cooling in an optical trap: Raman sideband cooling in a
three-dimensional �3D� lattice to lower the temperature be-

fore the transfer into the optical trap �13�, a mobile lens to
change the optical trap waist dynamically �13,14�, or the use
of a second dipole trap to compress the cloud after some
evaporation �9�.

In this Rapid Communication, we present an all-optical
method allowing one to decouple the control of the trap
depth from the control of the trap confinement, in analogy to
the case of radio-frequency forced evaporation in a magnetic
trap. We are thus able to reach the runaway regime, where
the collision rate increases during the evaporation, a situation
which seems impossible to achieve in a single-beam optical
trap �15�. Recently, a similar result has been obtained in the
case of cesium atoms using an optical-dipole trap combined
with a magnetic-field gradient �16�. In contrast to this hybrid
scheme, our all-optical evaporation scheme does not rely on
an external magnetic field and therefore does not require any
specific magnetic properties. It is very general: it can be used
to cool a spin mixture, as shown in this Rapid Communica-
tion, but also nonparamagnetic atoms, atomic mixtures, or
even molecules.

Our misaligned crossed-beam far off-resonance dipole
trap �MACRO-FORT� is composed of two horizontal cross-
ing beams, a wide beam and a tightly confining beam, with
waists of 180 �m and 26 �m, respectively �Fig. 1�a��. The
tightly confining beam is offset by �80 �m from the center
of the wide beam as sketched in Fig. 1. It is responsible for
most of the trap confinement and the atoms are trapped at its
waist. On the contrary, the wide beam is used to control the
trap depth Utrap. It applies locally a force, which pulls the
atoms out of the confining beam. By varying its power we
can vary the trap depth and it acts as an effective evaporative
knife which removes the high energy atoms from the trap.
During the evaporation, we can thus control the trap depth
and confinement independently. This method allows us to
implement an efficient forced evaporation in the runaway
regime to Bose-Einstein condensation.

In addition, our optical trap geometry is well suited to an
efficient loading from the magneto-optical trap. This is done
in two steps. We first combine the wide optical beam with an
extremely far-detuned optical molasses. It takes advantage of
a position selective optical pumping due to the strong light
shifts induced by the wide trapping beam at 1565 nm �17�.
Second, the atoms are transferred into the tightly confining
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beam creating the trap configuration used for the evapora-
tion.

The experimental sequence begins with a standard 3D-
magneto-optical trap �MOT� with �3�109 atoms, loaded
from a 2D-MOT in a few seconds, as described in �17�. The
detuning of the cooling beams is then increased to 120 MHz
for 60 ms, which leads to a compression of the cloud as the
repelling forces due to multiple scattering are reduced �18�.
At this point starts our dipole trap loading procedure. The
wide trapping beam at 1565 nm with a waist of 180 �m and
a power of 28 W is turned on. Simultaneously the magnetic-
field gradient is turned off and the cooling laser detuning is
increased to 200 MHz. This value is chosen such that the
cooling beam remains red detuned even in the presence of
the strong light shift induced by the trapping laser �Fig. 2�a��.
This corresponds to a very far-detuned optical molasses with
the dipole trap beam intersecting the atomic cloud in its cen-
ter. It lasts for 50 ms.

Our dipole trapping beam not only affects the cooling
transition but also detunes the repumping beam out of reso-
nance, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. The repumping efficiency de-
creases as the FORT laser intensity increases �Fig. 2�b�� and
the atoms are pumped to the F=1 hyperfine states. This re-
duces scattered photon reabsorption, a process which limits
the density of laser-cooled samples. We thus create an effec-
tive spatial dark MOT �19� induced by the trapping laser
itself �11,20�. The depumping effect is further enhanced by
reducing the repumping laser intensity by a factor �30 to
21 �W cm−2. In absorption imaging without repumping, we
find that 99% of the atoms remaining in the dipole trap are in
the 5S1/2 �F=1� hyperfine states. For the untrapped atoms
this number is only 97% showing that the dipole trapping
laser causes an additional reduction in the repumping rate.

The cooling and repumping beams are then switched off
and about 3�107 atoms remain in the wide trapping beam.
Their temperature is 20 �K and the phase-space density is
�2�10−5. Longitudinally they occupy a region of about 1
mm in size, but the trapping force in this direction is negli-

gible and the atoms can escape along the beam. In order to
create a trap in three dimensions, we add the tightly confin-
ing beam immediately after switching off the molasses. It
intersects the wide beam at an angle of 56°. We choose a
quite small waist of 26 �m and a power of 6 W �21� in order
to create a tight trap, whose frequencies are 124 Hz, 3.8 kHz,
and 3.8 kHz. After a waiting time of 100 ms, we end up with
3�106 atoms at 65 �K whereas the rest of the atoms are
lost. The phase-space density is 2.5�10−3. Adding the
tightly confining beam has thus allowed us to increase the
phase-space density by 2 orders of magnitude, with only a
factor of 10 reduction in atom number. We attribute this to an
efficient free-evaporative cooling.

This result is nonintuitive as the initial collision rate in the

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Scheme of our MACRO-FORT. The
confining beam crosses the wide beam at a distance of about
80 �m from its center. This configuration decouples the control of
the trap depth Utrap from the control of the trap confinement. �b�
Vertical potential energy cuts. The two curves correspond to the
same power of 0.15 W in the confining beam whereas the wide
beam powers are 8 W �light/blue curve 1� and 16 W �dark/red curve
2�. It shows that the trap depth is reduced by increasing the wide
beam power. The atoms, pulled upward from the confining beam
waist, are lost in the direction of the wide beam, perpendicular to
the figure, along which there is no confinement.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Loading scheme into the wide trapping
beam. �a� Light shifted levels of the 5S1/2 and 5P3/2 states of 87Rb
under the influence of the wide beam at a power of 28 W. At 1565
nm, the 5P3/2 excited state of the MOT cooling transition is 42.6
times more shifted than the 5S1/2 fundamental state �17�. For clarity
the hyperfine structure is not shown. During the very far-detuned
molasses phase, the cooling laser is 200 MHz detuned and therefore
remains to the red of the cycling transition even in the presence of
the trapping laser. The repumping light on the contrary is on reso-
nance in free space and is brought out of resonance by the dipole
laser light. �b� Repumping rate as a function of position. The re-
pumping is not efficient at the position of the dipole trap leading to
a depumping effect leaving the atom into the “dark” F=1 hyperfine
states.
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wide beam is a priori too low to prevent atoms which fall
into the tightly confining beam to escape from it. However, a
one-body calculation using our trapping potential showed
that these atoms follow nontrivial 3D trajectories and typi-
cally remain for a time much longer than the 100 ms waiting
time in the crossed-trap region where they accumulate. As a
consequence, the atomic density and the collision rate
quickly increase in the tightly confining trap. The atoms then
thermalize and cool down by evaporation. The final collision
rate is greater than 104 s−1 and the conditions are very fa-
vorable for efficient evaporative cooling.

We now proceed to the final forced evaporative cooling
stage. It takes advantage of our specific MACRO-FORT ge-
ometry, which permits independent control of trap stiffness
and depth. The collision rate and the phase-space density
during the evaporation are presented in Fig. 3. The time se-
quence is the result of an optimization of the number of
atoms obtained in the condensate. The evaporation can be
decomposed in two phases. In a first step �which lasts 1.4 s�,
we decrease the power of both beams. Evaporative cooling is
then accompanied with a reduction in the confinement, the
density, and the collision rate. Such a reduction is useful as it
avoids three-body losses �22�. In a second step �which lasts 2
s� we increase the power of the wide beam while the tightly

confining beam is approximately kept at a constant power.
As explained in the introduction, because of our original trap
geometry, this procedure yields forced evaporation at con-
stant confinement �Fig. 1�.

Runaway evaporation is experimentally observed as the
collision rate increases during this phase before it saturates
due to three-body losses �Fig. 3�b��. Our evaporation ramp,
which lasts 3 s, leads to 3�105 atoms at the critical tempera-
ture and to pure condensates of 1.5�105 atoms. However,
by simply reducing the duration of all ramps we were able to
achieve Bose-Einstein condensation in an evaporation as
short as 650 ms. Our condensates are spinor condensates
with relative abundance of 0.45, 0.35, and 0.2 in the mF=
−1, mF=0, and mF=1 magnetic states of the F=1 manifold.
In order to produce a BEC in a single state, a spin distillation
method �20� could be used.

We characterize the efficiency of our evaporation ramp
through the scaling parameter �=− d LnD

d LnN =2.8�5�, where D is
the phase-space density and N is the number of atoms. Given
our estimated truncation parameter �=11�2� �ratio of trap
depth to temperature�, the efficiency is lower than expected
according to the scaling laws �15�. The reduction can be
understood by including three-body losses in the analysis.
Using a similar treatment to �23,24�, the efficiency of the
evaporation is given by

� = �� − 4� − R�� − 2� . �1�

The term �−4 comes from the evaporation �15� while the
second term is due to losses; R is the ratio of three-body
losses to the total number of atoms removed from the trap
�25�. With �=11�2�, we recover our observed efficiency of
the evaporation with R�0.45. Such a number is compatible
with our calculated three-body loss rate of about 1 s−1 at the
end of the evaporation.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an efficient and
simple all-optical route to Bose-Einstein condensation of
87Rb in a 1565 nm dipole trap �26�. A very far off-resonance
optical molasses, taking advantage of the strong light shifts,
is used to efficiently load the optical-dipole trap. Then we
apply a misaligned crossed-beam configuration �MACRO-
FORT�, which permits all-optical runaway evaporation. This
method can be straightforwardly generalized to numerous
situations such as the cooling of nonparamagnetic atoms,
spin mixtures, atomic mixtures, or molecules. The ability to
achieve high duty cycle without a magnetic trap opens the
perspective to use BECs in high precision measurement ap-
plications such as atomic clocks or accelerometers �27�.
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FIG. 3. �a� Optical power in the two trapping beams as a func-
tion of time during the evaporation. The solid �dashed� curve cor-
responds to the tightly confining �wide� beam. In the second part of
the evaporation the tightly confining beam power is roughly con-
stant whereas the power of the wide beam is increased to force the
evaporation. ��b� and �c�� Phase-space density and collision rate as
a function of time.
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